
Picture this: Red hot day… two cars out in the sun… it pours rain and then the two wet cars are 
parked in the garage. That’s a sauna!!

Garage ceilings pose more problems than external 
ceilings as most contractors treat them the same as 
internal ceilings, but there are more temperature, 
moisture and wind variables in the garage than any other 
location in the dwelling.

The following article is an extract from the Knauf 
technical manual and well worthwhile noting in future as 
insurance companies are picking up the non-compliant 
ones. 

Also in higher wind categories ensure you have the 
correct fastening details.

Garage ceilings are subject to conditions that are more 
demanding than in other parts of the home. This is the 
case even when garages are located under the same roof 
as the rest of the home. 

Garages have large doors that when open let in rain 
and strong wind. Cars are garaged wet and they are not 
normally heated spaces.

These factors call for a more durable installation to avoid 
future maintenance issues.

Minimum conditions to use plasterboard in garage 
ceilings:

  The plasterboard framing must be designed for the 
appropriate wind loading conditions.

  The cavity above the plasterboard ceiling must 
have cross ventilation. [Refer to Condensation and 
Ventilation]

Installation requirements for garage ceilings:

  Fix the ceiling sheets using the ‘Screw Only Method’ 
or the ‘One Third Fixing Method’. [Refer to figure 3 for 
ceiling installation]

  Provide additional framing around perimeter by 
inserting trimmers between ceiling frames or installing 
steel angle. [Refer to Figures 1 and 2]

  Fix the perimeter of the sheets using screws at 300mm 
maximum spacing.

  Avoid windy conditions during and immediately after 
installation to ensure adhesive sets intact.

  Back-block all plasterboard joints. [Refer to figure 4]

  Roll or brush on a high quality sealer undercoat 
designed for exterior use.

  Use a premium exterior paint system that includes a 
mould inhibitor.

Why are Garage Ceilings different?

We need to get the message out there 
to homeowners to leave the panel lift 
slightly open when parking wet cars to at 
least allow some ventilation for the hot 
damp air to exit.

FIGURE 1 Perimeter Trimmers - Garage ceilings

Insert trimmers between ceiling 
frames for perimeter sheet support. 
Fix plasterboard to trimmers at 
300mm max centres.

FIGURE 2 Perimeter Angle - Garage ceilings

Install angle for perimeter sheet 
support. Fix plasterboard to angle 
at 300mm max centres. Fix angle 
to top plate at 600mm max centres 
and 100mm from ends.
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FIGURE 3 Non-Fire Rated 1 Layer - 1/3 Fastener and Adhesive Method

Framing at 600mm 
max centres Float butt joints between framing members for 

Level 4 or 5 Finish and back-block.

Butt joints may be made on framing members 
for Level 3 Finish, Category A timber only.

Screws 200mm max staggered. 
Nails 150mm max staggered.

For cornice, fix at Screw 300mm/Nail 200mm max. 
For square set, fix at 150mm max.

10-15mm

Adhesive

Nail or Screw

200mm min 
230mm max

Stagger butt joints 
by 600mm min on 
adjoining sheets.

Why are Garage Ceilings different? cont.

Recessed joint 
back-blocking 
strip

Overlap recessed 
joint by 50mm min Ceiling frame

400mm min 
wide

Butt joint  
back-blocking strip

Gap 30mm max

200mm min

Plasterboard 
ceiling

FIGURE 4 Placement of Back-Blocking Strips For Recessed and Butt Joints
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